
From: planning@broadland.gov.uk <planning@broadland.gov.uk>  
Sent: 19 April 2021 12:07 
To: planning <planning@broadland.gov.uk> 
Subject: Comments on 20200847 - Case Officer Mr C Judson - Received from at Owner of Broomhill 
Meadows, Broomhill, Hackford Vale, Reepham, NR10 4QX 
 
The Ecological Assessment  by Hopkins Ecology after 1 on-site visit, 18th August 2019, is limited and 
inaccurate. Description of CWS 1327 as ‘unimproved neutral grassland’ is out of date, over the last 
10 years the wetland has followed a scheme of improvement.  
In 8.2 page 18 - “the Meadows are within the ranges of cats from existing residential housing and as 
such any increase ... likely to be of minor significance.” My judgement based on knowledge of the 
actual site, experience of existing water runoff (severe), existing incursion onto the land by walkers 
and an assessment of cats based on research. 
 
Are we really supposed to believe that the predation of over 100 extra cats next to a wildlife site will 
have no effect on the hares and ground nesting birds that have been recorded in that habitat? 
 
Just because there are few bats nesting in the field designated for housing doesn’t mean that it will 
not effect the large numbers bats in adjacent fields.  
 
The ecological assessment is a misrepresentation of the true picture and does not accurately address 
the impact that the housing development will have on the area. 
 
My additional point about this proposed development is that I am convinced that it is economically 
unsustainable for the developer at a level of 141 houses. It is an extremely expensive proposal, 
including; a costly drainage system, mitigation for badgers, sports hall, cemetery extension on a 
sloping site with difficult access. A simple back of the envelope calculation shows that the figures 
don’t add up – and I predict that any development will actually be more like 160 plus houses with no 
social housing as the developer will plead the necessity for more houses once it has started. 
 
Comments made by of Owner of Broomhill Meadows, Broomhill, Hackford Vale, Reepham, NR10 
4QX  
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Preferred Method of Contact is Post 
 
Comment Type is Objection 
 


